Abstract. This paper introduces a kind of the harmonic motion curves, which characterized by multi-harmonic component, and the expression form can be divided into two cases: general Cam mechanism and indexing Cam mechanism. Combined with the instance, it compares the characteristic values with other commonly motion curves to embody the advantages of the harmonic motion. Furthermore, respectively analyze the effect of the harmonic order number on the general Cam curve, and the relevant parameters of the harmonic motion curves influence on the properties of indexing Cam movement. Finally, obtain some theoretical and practical significance conclusions.
Introduction
Cam mechanism have been widely used because it has the function of transmission agencies, guide agencies and control agencies and other institutions, its most important feature is related to the kinematics and dynamics characteristic values. In the design process of the cam mechanism, the motion curves reasonable selection is crucial, the rationality of the motion directly affects the performance, accuracy and service life of the cam mechanism.When designing motion law,agencies must consider the impact of the natural frequency and the cam operating speed on the law of input motion, besides making the maximum acceleration "Am" as small as possible, different levels of high order harmonic for vibration of the cam mechanism has indispensable effects,Some corresponding vibration frequency harmonic content may be the same as the resonant frequency and thus generate additional vibration [1] [2] [3] [4] . This paper presents a medium and high speed cam mechanism harmonic motion law, and its expression is divided into two situations: general Cam mechanism and indexing cam mechanism, but with the same design idea. Features of the harmonic movement of the formula is superimposed by a k-order harmonic component, which made it possible to avoid mechanical resonance triggered by more than k-order harmonic function. Moreover, the mathematical formula can be expressed in a motion period and derived infinitely, this curve is smoother and no impact on the endpoint campared with most existing ones.
Harmonic Motion Law
Main Theoretical Basis. Dirichlet condition known by the continuous displacement curve can be expanded as a Fourier series, that is superimposed harmonic component form, as follows:
Harmonic component coefficient in the formula determined by the method of optimization of displacement, then respectively seeking the displacement of the first derivative and second derivative to give the corresponding expression of velocity and acceleration [5, 6] . In the kinematic model of the cam mechanism, it does not consider the effects of damping, friction and mechanical vibration, so the Cam mechanism follower actual output function y(t) is equal to the input x(t),i.e., y(t) = x(t).
After determining the actual job requirements y ,the traditional method is to use a variety of 3rd International Conference on Materials Engineering, Manufacturing Technology and Control (ICMEMTC 2016) motion equations combination to satisfy the cam phase diagram, obtain the actual output motion of the cam mechanism. But when  2 as cycle of the output motion function to do the Fourier transform, there are strict requirements with the working segment of Cam mechanism, while the non-working segment deviation simply controlled within a predetermined range [7] . Finite phase harmonic superimposed to indicate the actual output of the cam mechanism, namely:
The harmonic number k determined by the natural frequency and the angular frequency ω of Cam mechanism:
Obviously it should regard the ideal motion requirements y as the objective function to optimize the motion output function ) (t y ,so you can using the least squares rule of y and ) (t y to determine of the formula respectively partial derivative and make them equal to zero, m is the number of segment which have strict requirement [8] [9] [10] , namely: Ideal displacement diagram should divide into four segments: Case Analysis. To design a cam contour curve. requirements: h=5mm, the raise angle is 65°, the cam angle of first stay segment is 75°, the return angle is 80°, The rotational speed is 500r/min.
Easily obtained from the known conditions: t h =0.12(s), t 1 =65×0.12/360(s), t 2 =140×0.12/360(s), t 3 =220×0.12/360(s), h=5(mm). Using MATLAB can get displacement, velocity, acceleration, jerk curves as shown in Figure 2 .
Lift and return segments are made of cycloidal motion. Then the displacement equation is:
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Fig2 The S-V-A-J curves of cam mechanism
Fig3 The S-V-A-J curves of cam mechanism 
Lift and return segments are made of Modified sine law of motion. The displacement equation is:
Using MATLAB can get displacement, velocity, acceleration, jerk curves as shown in Figure 3 .
Selection of harmonic motion design.
The harmonic number k determined by the natural frequency and the angular frequency ω of Cam mechanism, take k=5, the displacement equation is:
The equation can avoid mechanical resonance which caused by more than 5 order harmonics. The optimization objective function is: 
4.
Conclusion. Compared to the above three kinds of cam mechanism displacement, velocity, acceleration and jerk curve, if agencies choose the cycloidal motion law or modified sine motion law, not only the jerk curve appear mutation but also the curve of displacement, velocity, acceleration and jerk on linking points are sharp point so that the connection of curve is not smooth. But when agencies select harmonic motion, the velocity, acceleration and jerk curve continuous and smooth. Moreover, at the same rotational speed, velocity, acceleration, jerk peaks are much smaller, especially jerk peak has one order of magnitude smaller than choose the cycloidal motion law or modified sine motion law.
The Influence of Harmonic Order on the General Cam motion Curve. Using the up -downstop cam mechanism as an example, the design reference displacement is shown in figure 5 .
Fig5
The reference displacement diagram Take th=1s,using MATLAB programming obtained its displacement, velocity, acceleration and jerk curves diagram shown in figure 6 .
Linear representation: k = 4 -line, k = 5 --dotted line, k = 6 + plus, k = 7 points, k = 8 * asterisks.
As can be seen from figure 6 , the cam mechanism stay segment using harmonic motion law has a slight jitter,and the stay segment displacement, velocity, acceleration, jerk volatility significantly changed along with the increase of harmonics items.
The displacement, velocity and acceleration peaks with increasing k showed a smaller decreasing trend. With the increase of k, not only the peak displacement of stroke segment showed a smaller increasing trend but also the velocity, acceleration and jerk peak also showed a increasing trend.
If the natural frequency and the maximum speed of cam follower have known, after calculate the number of harmonics k, it's easily to find out the cam curve which has the better characteristic value, what's more, the cam curve can avoid the resonance in the displacement error allowed range.
Application of Harmonic Movement of the Indexing Cam mechanism
The Harmonic Movement of Indexing Cam mechanism. The output motion function of indexing cam mechanism is an odd function. When using the Fourier series expand it, the coefficient of cosine component is zero. Dimensionless acceleration of harmonic components continuously integral twice to obtain the aggregate harmonic components of displacement function: For the indexing cam, we have very strict requirements of its stay segment. When using optimizing method to obtain the harmonic component coefficients, we only optimize its stay segment.To facilitate the optimization calculation, we will design the reference displacement diagram of the indexing cam mechanism as follows : Case Analysis. To design a cam profile curve, requirements: 8 indexing cam mechanism, both the cam stroke section and stay segment are 180°, The rotational speed is 500(r / min).
Easily obtained from the known conditions: th=0.12(s),t1=90×0.12/360(s)，t2=270×0.12/360(s)， h=π/4. Using MATLAB get displacement, velocity, acceleration, jerk curves as shown in Figure 8 . Using MATLAB get displacement, velocity, acceleration, jerk curves as shown in Figure 9 . 
Lift and return segments are made of cycloidal motion law. The displacement equation of Cam mechanism is:
It can avoid institutions resonance which triggered by more than five order harmonics. Using MATLAB calculated unknowns solution of displacement equations as shown in Table 2 . Take k = 1/2/3/6/7 item, then: (2 ) sin (3 ) sin (6 ) sin (7 ) 
It can avoid institutions resonance which triggered by more than eight order harmonics.
Using MATLAB calculated unknowns solution of displacement equations as shown in Table 3 . Figure 11 shows it's displacement, velocity, acceleration and jerk curves. 4. Conclusion. Compared to the above four kinds of cam mechanism displacement, velocity, acceleration and jerk curve, if agencies choose the cycloidal motion law or modified sine motion law, not only the jerk curve appear mutation but also the curve of displacement, velocity, acceleration and jerk on linking points are sharp point so that the connection of curve is not smooth. But when agencies select harmonic motion, the velocity, acceleration, jerk curves are smoother than choose the cycloidal motion law or modified sine motion law.Besides, all the velocity, acceleration, jerk peaks are much smaller when k is 1/2/4 item.And at the same rotational speed, the velocity and acceleration peak are smaller than select the cycloidal motion, the acceleration peak and jerk peak are smaller than choose the modified sine motion when k is 1/2/3/6/7 item. Considering the performance, harmonic movement of the curve have a distinct advantage than the other two laws, users can select reasonable harmonic numbers depending on the design requirements.
Harmonic Motion Parameters Influence on the Performance of Indexing Cam mechanism.
Analysis of Different Theoretical Stroke Angle. Using 6 indexing cam mechanism as example, when taking different stroke angles, the comparison chart of it's displacement, velocity, acceleration, jerk curve as shown in Figure 16 . The rotational speed is 300(r/min), k=1/2/3/6/8. The expression of kinematics curves which the theoretical stroke angles respectively are 140°, 160°, 180° and 200° shows as dotted line, straight line, plus, and point. The displacement,velocity, acceleration and jerk curves of its stay segment as shown in Figure 17 . In the case of the same number of harmonics, with the increase of angle, the velocity, acceleration and jerk peak showed a decreasing trend. This trend is consistent with the common motion law.
Fluctuations in the number of the displacement, velocity, acceleration, jerk of static segment are essentially constant. The peak of its displacement, velocity, acceleration and jerk showed obviously decreasing trend with the increases of stroke angle. This principle still valid when you changing the rotational speed or the sub-degree of turntable.
Analysis of Different Harmonic Number. Using 6 indexing cam mechanism as example, when taking different harmonic item, the comparison chart of it's displacement, velocity, acceleration, jerk curve as shown in Figure 17 . The rotational speed is 400(r/min), the theoretical stroke angles is 180°. The displacement,velocity, acceleration and jerk curves of its stay segment as shown in Figure 19 . When the stroke angle is the same, with the increasing number of harmonic items, the peak of rotational speed, acceleration, jerk in the stroke segment tend to increase. And there is a small jitter in the stay segment of turntable. The tiny fluctuations increases with the increasing frequency harmonic term, but the amplitude of fluctuations shows a reduce trend as the number of harmonics increased. This principle still valid when you changing the rotational speed or the size of stroke angle .
Summary
This paper describes the application of harmonic motion law in double-stay and indexing cam institutions, and the impact of harmonics or other factors harmonic motion law on cam mechanism. Through the relevant images and data comparison, conclusion as follows:
1.Compared with the commonly used motion curves, the most obvious advantage of harmonic motion law is that jerk curve was smooth, continuous and without mutation. The movement is unlimitedly derived and continuous without impact at the endpoints.
2.Harmonic item also has some influence on the kinematics of the cam curve. Different harmonics caused different jitter degree of Kinematics curve and swing frequency of static period of Cam. Basically with the increasing number of harmonics of items, the speed, acceleration, jerk of the working segment of cam mechanism tend to increase. The swing times of static period of cam mechanism increases with harmonic term. Amplitude of swing reduces with the increases of harmonic order. In the application process, agencies can select the appropriate number of harmonic accordingly.
